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Red Herrings 3: China Girl Ganfeng. Let’s Dance. 
 

NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. INFOTAINMENT. DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH 
 

I LIKE GANFENG and support their $500-700M+ equity growth capital raise for “projects to expand our 
market share worldwide” -- especially at the further deep 29-56% discount to already 52-week lows it’s 
being offered at the Hong Kong Bazaar.   
 
Between Tianqi and Ganfeng I think it’s no contest who to back, if you’re a traditional private-sector 
minded person in New York, Boston, London or any Commonwealth-equity-mentality country. Ganfeng 
is definitively the more Western-style private company, but, as the Cornerstone Investor roster 
demonstrates, not untouched by Chinese State Panda Paws. 
 
Former SOE Tianqi foraying into Chilean government control makes them largely un-investable in my 
world, though I’d be all over them like white on Chinese rice if they were to raise capital for astute 
Ganfeng-like deal-making/M&A with Emerging Producers. Consolidation in Western Australia I believe 
will feature prominently in the not too distant future. 
 
Ganfeng enters their H-Share HKSE endeavor needing cash NOW, outside China, due to unpredictability 
of China currency controls and Ganfeng’s significant, imminent capital calls outside China.  
 

 

 
 

Sidebar: With 20-20 hindsight, Ganfeng should have listed on booming US equity markets rather than 
bearish HKSE. Look at NIO on NYSE – “China’s Tesla” - $8B market cap $7M in sales, $500M in net losses. 
1,100 times sales. Ganfeng is offered at ~5X sales and is highly profitable. 
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I exchanged Hi and Low Fives last week on LinkedIn and Twitter with One of the World’s Leading Lithium 
Experts about favored Big Five lithium producers, referencing the Big Five African game animals, an 
analogy today I apply to The Ganfeng Ecosystem: 

 
1. Lithium Carbonate – World’s Fourth Largest 
2. Lithium Hydroxide – World’s Third Largest 
3. Lithium Metal – World’s Largest 
4. Batteries, including solid-state 
5. Recycling 

 
Ganfeng outlines synergies among these business lines – for example, “being an important supplier of 
lithium compounds to cathode material producers has given us easy access to cathode materials from 
our customer for our lithium batteries segment. As the world’s largest lithium metals producer, once we 
complete the transition to producing anode materials for solid-state batteries with lithium metals, we 
can be self-sufficient in producing anode materials for solid-state lithium batteries of which lithium 
metal is a critical raw material. Our battery recycling business is well-positioned to work with 
automotive OEMs to properly handle retired EV batteries in an environmental and economic manner.” 
 
An investment in Ganfeng today is not just a pure-play bet on upstream or mid-stream lithium 
specialty chemicals – an Oligopolistic market with fat margins in which Ganfeng is a masterful 
processor. It also offers venture capital exposure difficult to get elsewhere in THE FUTURE. Such 
exposure offers potential outsized investment reward. But, like all venture capital, exposes Ganfeng to 
certain and different risks compared to their Big Five brethren Livent, Albemarle, Tianqi and SQM.   

--- 
I have ADHD. I find it hard to focus on Ganfeng’s solid state of mind. And today can only recycle others’ 
words about recycling – “I know enough to know the right person to call” as celebrity podcaster Emily 
Hersh put it to a Women’s Group in Argentina about lithium’s use for the treatment of bi-polar disorder. 
 
The battery business is tough – as Altura has learned from their off-take partner, 4th largest Chinese 
Battery Company J&R Optimum Nano. One day $40M into AJM’s Treasury, the next day, bankrupt, J&R 
stock suspended indefinitely. Ganfeng too. In July 2015, they invested USD 53M in cash and Ganfeng 
shares into Shenzhen Mebai, which sold lithium batteries. Shenzhen Mebai suffered a fire accident in 
March 2016 and an explosion accident in July 2016 due to the spontaneous combustion of certain semi-
finished battery products during the aging process. Ganfeng paid fines, damages and had a ~$35M 
impairment of goodwill in 2016, before shutting down the business in January this year. 
 
Recycling is No Doubt interesting, green and a future source of raw material supply, but will it move the 
needle or be a capital drain over the next several years?  
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I will spodumene concentrate today’s (21-page!) Lithium-ion Bull discussion mainly on the 63% of 
revenue that is Ganfeng’s lithium compounds business. And make a few comments on the lithium 
metals business, which I hadn’t realized was such a high 25% of revenue, with 55% gross margins last 
quarter.  $100,000t selling price! 
 

 
 
I write about Ganfeng’s multiple and varied partnerships with Emerging Producers on which it is relying 
for its raw material supply - Mineral Resources/Neometals, Pilbara and Lithium Americas the most 
significant. 
 
I comment on a flurry of brand name customer news - aren’t IPOs supposed to be “quiet periods”?   
 
The Ganfeng IPO process strangely reminds me a bit of the Nemaska full funding earlier this year: 
 

Softbank. Bam! 
Orion. Bam! 

Northvolt. Bam! 
Nordic Bond/Investments Quebec. Bam! 

 
…And then a deeply discounted equity offer price.  
 

Hanwa/General Lithium. Bam! 
LG Chem. Bam! 

 
I don’t recall hearing from any other member of the Big Five like Albemarle or SQM touting a new off-
take agreement with an important customer. Tianqi doesn’t mention one customer in their red herring. 
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Ganfeng’s Revenue/Gross Profit by Four Business Units 
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H-Share IPO Analysis 
 

Very wide bid/ask, but even the high price is a full 29% discount to where Ganfeng was trading when the 
deal terms and Cornerstone Investors were announced. For reference, juniors listed on the TSX are 
usually restricted to a max discount of 25%. Half warrant anyone? 
 

 
 
If you’re a global institution that pays lots of brokerage commissions to Citi and are offered a meeting 
and opportunity to place an order into their Sole Sponsor deal, I think you’ll do well to join the 
illustrious group of Cornerstone Investors below, all of whom have 6-month lock-ups on selling shares 
(Not advice, DYOR). 

 
Undemanding EV/EBITDA at mid-price, IMO 

 

 
 

Cornerstone Investors 
 
A mix of Tier One Korean Battery Brands (~3%) and Tier One State-Owned-Enterprises ponying up 
$120M for ~3.5% stake. A bit discomfiting to true free-marketeers, but China’s new “mixed-ownership” 
strategy means encroachment/alignment of this sort is good for Ganfeng’s business in China according 
to Bloomberg: 
 

China’s Communists Will Take More Stakes in Private Companies 
 

 
 
  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-17/china-s-communists-will-take-more-stakes-in-private-companies
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Ganfeng P&L 
 

 
 
Ganfeng’s 1H 2018 compared to its 2H 2017 were not great. Revenues down 11%, EBIT, Net Income, 
Adjusted EBITDA down 37%. I believe this likely is a short-term phenomenon, though 2H may also be 
weak: 
 

 
For those focused on near-term earnings growth – ie, 2019/2020 -- Ganfeng with very high probability is 
about to experience significant plain vanilla carbonate and hydroxide volume growth as capacity 
doubles from ~30,000 ty to ~60,000 ty combined capacity with a new 17,500 ty carbonate plant and a 
new 20,000 ty hydroxide plant that are commissioning now. These capacity additions look well matched 
to absorb Mt. Marion’s (more 6% than 4%) and Pilgangoora’s spodumene feed.  

 
NOTE: For Mt. Marion, I assume from Feb 2020 when Ganfeng’s 100% off-take is reduced from 
100% to 49% that Mineral Resources will continue to sell at least 100kt of their ~150kt allocated 
tons to Ganfeng, whereas Neometals will take their ~55kt as feed for their own 10kt hydroxide 
plant in Kalgoorlie, Western Australia. For Pilgangoora, I’m assuming additional 75kt Stage Two 
tons on top of 160kt Stage One tons. 
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Ganfeng’s USD 54M to build a 20kt hydroxide plant is spectacularly low capital intensity – some 70-80% 
lower than what it’s costing Tianqi in Kwinana.  
 

Takeaway: China is low capex, high opex. Closer-to-mine-mouth hydroxide converters in 
Australia, Quebec or North Carolina are lower opex, higher capex. 

 

 
--- 

For those focused longer term, the prospectus offers a LAC of Color about the largest Use of Proceeds.  
 

 
 

NOTE: the details in this Use of Proceeds are estimates based on certain, but not explicit 
language in the Ganfeng red herring, augmented with review of LAC and SQM filings, described 
further below. $120M combined for batteries and solid state R&D is meaningful. $53M working 
capital to purchase spodumene is as much as it is costing Ganfeng to build a 20kt hydroxide plant. 

 
SQM’s abrupt exit from its JV with LAC provided Ganfeng with a unique opportunity – to buy, essentially 
at SQM’s sunk cost, further into the most advanced brine development project in the world that, if 
executed well, should secure Ganfeng with at least 20,000 t of additional technical or battery grade 
specification material for 20 years. 
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But let’s be clear. Ganfeng is significantly increasing its equity investment into a risky country and a 
lithium resource with which it has processing experience, but no real pond evaporation, hydrogeology or 
brine plant building history. At the same time, it is tying up a substantial $225M of its cash at 8-10% 
interest as secured and mezzanine lender to its partner LAC. 
 

Consider: Ganfeng operates 7 plants, all of which are in China, unlike its Big Five peers who have 
operating plants in multiple countries. Two of these produce lithium chemicals, two metal and 
three are focused on batteries.   

 
As 37.5% JV partner at Minera Exar, Ganfeng will be heavily involved for the first time at mine operating 
levele - a pond operating system and plant very far away from China in a remote, high altitude region in 
a country with high inflation and persistent and unpredictable sovereign risk. Ganfeng has 2 of 5 board 
seats but has essentially equal representation on the technical and management/financial committees.  
 

 
Lithium Americas’ Gabriel Rubacha is the CEO of Minera Exar. SQM is no longer driving this e-bus, 
though LAC/Ganfeng can plug-into a handful of SQM technical geniuses about one day a month for the 
first six months, then one day every two months for up to three years or commercial production 
commencement, whichever is sooner. How confident can Mr. Market be that Orocobre’s Olaroz issues 
won’t be repeated sipping through a similar Cauchari firehose? Or struggle as more brine-experienced 
Albemarle has at La Negra?   

 
Some have speculated that given Ganfeng’s solid state/lithium metal strategy and the fact they lost their 
lithium chloride brine supply from SQM in 2016, Ganfeng may “tweak” Cauchari to produce chloride 
instead of, or alongside, carbonate rather than the SQM/LAC carbonate plan. This is the strategy both 
lucky and good Mr. Lithium suggested that Livent should pursue on The Lithium Podcast Episode 9 
which also references the Hard Rock Hydroxide Advantage and difficulties operating in Argentina. 
 
A chloride strategy could potentially be more profitable than the SQM/LAC carbonate plan if lithium 
chloride comes into shortage due to rapid lithium metal take-up.  Lithium metal trades at an eye-
popping ~$100,000 per ton today – 4-5X more than carbonate and hydroxide.  But a bull chloride thesis 
is speculative at this stage and likely at least five years out. Lithium chloride currently sells at about 
$6,000t, about half lithium carbonate, according to research firm Signumbox. 
 
In the event, the SQM/Ganfeng/LAC deal has not closed yet so there are few details about what the 
“future legal documents (eg, new Shareholders Agreement) for the Acquisition” will look like.  Perhaps as 
important as product mix is what the off-take pricing mechanism will be.  
 
  

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/global-lithium-podcast/id1316155766?mt=2
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“What is Good for GM is Good for America”  
- 1953, President Eisenhower nominated  
GM’s CEO Charles “Engine Charlie” Wilson  

to be Secretary of Defense. 
 

“What is Good for Ganfeng is Good for Pilbara” 
 

True, but how true?  
 

“What is Good for Ganfeng, is Good for Neometals/Mineral Resources” 
 

True, but how true? 
 

“What is good for Ganfeng is Good for Lithium Americas” 
 

 
 

True, but how true? 
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Off-take Partner of First Resort 
 
I believe that Ganfeng is not only a strong partner, but one that has high integrity, is fair minded, 
genuinely believes in true partnerships, and is a shrewd deal structurer.  I’ve looked at several of their 
deals – not just off-take, but their acquisition of Shenzhen Mebai which went bad, and their solid-state 
venture capital R&D endeavor (see below) and the penalties and incentives therein. 
 
I also believe that, like any other company, Ganfeng is ultimately looking to maximize the cash flow net 
to Ganfeng and their shareholders, rather than those of their partners with whom they own minority 
equity stakes. Ganfeng would like, to the extent it can, to take as much of the margin along the chain 
from mined/evaporated Raw Material (Buy Low) to End User (Sell High). 
 
I’ve found that the strength of the language within off-take agreements – and in particular the “pricing 
mechanisms” -- are typically a function of short and long-term balance of power between parties.  
 
Mineral Resources and Neometals have perhaps the best terms of any off-take deal that I’ve examined, 
reflective of the fact that Mt Marion was the only cab off the rank at a time Ganfeng was scrambling to 
replace lost Greenbushes spodumene supply. 
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Off-take Between Mineral Resources/Neometals/Ganfeng 
 
Mineral Resources, a core lithium holding of mine (not advice, DYOR), as always, seeks to build long-
term predictability as one of the World’s Leading Mine Services Operators, with a floor price “based on 
production costs and mine/converter margins”.  And has ensured that, so long as they have produced 
the product, Ganfeng must take it. In 2017 Ganfeng took more spodumene than they could process and 
got lucky with tight market to sell off 3,100 t LCE that year. 
 
Ganfeng has 100% exclusive off-take from Mt. Marion from February 2017 through February 2020, after 
which 51% will go where Mineral Resource and Neometals dictate, with Ganfeng obliged to take it all if 
MIN and NMT so choose. 
 
According to MIN year-end presentation, capacity at Mt. Marion will grow from 400,000 t/y to 450,000 
t/y and should be 100% SC6% by end 2019, rather than mix of lower grade/higher cost 4% product. 

 
 
Whether Reed Industrial Minerals JV which governs Mt. Marion executes on prior plan to grow from 
450kt to 600kt is an open question in Ganfeng’s prospectus and no mention was made in MIN’s annual. 
 
Ganfeng is most certainly likely to utilize all their 220kt of Mt. Marion’s 450kt supply. Neometals will 
likely take their 55kt for their Kalgoorlie hydroxide plant, though if they don’t expand to 600,000 
Neometals will have only enough SC6 from Mt. Marion for ~7.4kt rather than their 10kt feasibility study, 
so may be in competition with Ganfeng for some of MIN’s off-take allocation. 
 
I expect Mineral Resources will continue to seek to sell at least 100,000 t to Ganfeng from February 
2020, for which Ganfeng may have to pay higher than market prices for spodumene supply, if there is a 
spodumene over-supply price fall that some, like Roskill, are forecasting.   
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Pricing mechanism:  The price that Ganfeng must pay MIN and NMT for spodumene is not tied to 
spodumene prices. It is tied to the higher carbonate AND hydroxide prices imported into China (ie, 
ROW prices), including premium-priced hydroxide. 
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Pilbara/Ganfeng – Off-take Pricing Mechanism 
 
Last year, as Pilbara sought to complete its funding package, one of its off-take partners General 
Lithium took too long and apparently was unable to get their money out of China, a breach into which 
Ganfeng opportunistically stepped into with a $20M check for 4.9% PLS ownership in return for: 
 

Stage One: 160kta - 10 years with 2 x 5-year extension options 
Stage Two: 75kta with option for another 75kta on provision of funding in line with this off-take 

 
The terms Ganfeng extracted from PLS were better than NMT/MIN in my read, but still quite fair, 
regarding off-take price formula.  
 
For example, the mechanism is tied only to battery grade carbonate, not higher priced hydroxide. It 
includes not just (higher) China import pricing but (lower) export (domestic) pricing as well. It also 
includes “pricing reviews” in “limited circumstances” when there are “fundamental changes in market 
pricing” #squishy 
 

 
 
Given the high volatility within the China domestic price, Mr. Market should be very interested to learn 
from Pilbara’s first sales and to compare regularly Ganfeng’s pricing from Pilgangoora vs. from Mt. 
Marion for comparable 6% product. But Pilbara has several other customers, not just Ganfeng, so it may 
not be readily transparent the specific Ganfeng/Pilgangoora price. 
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Ganfeng Global Lithium Americas Star Alliance? 
 
As Ganfeng and Lithium Americas negotiate what their pricing mechanism will be in the upcoming new 
shareholders agreement, the balance of power in my view is skewed decidedly in Ganfeng’s favor, as 
senior lender, project owner and largest LAC parent shareholder, in addition to 80% off-taker. 
 
I estimate the breakdown of Ganfeng’s equity and debt commitments to Cauchari’s Stage One Capex: 
 

 
 
Cauchari is clearly a large and important capital expenditure and growth project for Ganfeng, but it is 
one of many balls the company is juggling, not just with batteries and solid state, but other upstream 
lithium resources. I was surprised to read Ganfeng intends to commence construction in 2019 and 
commissioning in 2021 at International Lithium’s Mariana Project in Argentina?  

 
 

Sidebar: between red herring and final prospectus “late 2019” Cauchari was displaced in most 
instances with 2020 (target is Q4 2020), but apparently they missed this paragraph. Ganfeng 
first invested in Mariana in 2011. Is their timing estimate here #strongsmellingsmokedfish?   
 
Ganfeng is skills-rich, but I see some risk of spreading themselves thin. 
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Finally, LAC has highlighted Ganfeng’s assistance with the Thacker Pass clay deposit. The words Thacker 
Pass do not appear at all in the Ganfeng prospectus, but its former name Lithium Nevada shows up 3 
times with no meaningful other information.  Further, in their business and market discussion in the 
prospectus Ganfeng only mentions brine and hard rock deposits.  
 
I looked up Lithium Americas filings to find Thacker Pass Prefeasibility Study and saw Ganfeng 
mentioned 2 times, excerpted below. 
 

 
 

 
 

My read of this is that Ganfeng’s met work showed, like LAC’s predecessor Western Lithium’s work 
showed years ago, that it is possible to convert their clay to lithium chemicals. 
 
It does not appear that Ganfeng has been heavily involved with the rest of the Worley Parsons-led 
Preliminary Feasibility Study nor is it clear yet that they plan to be involved in this ambitious, high capex, 
Tier Two operating cost carbonate project.   
 
Global institutions familiar with LAC and meeting Ganfeng in the IPO roadshow may want to ask for 
more color than Ganfeng has thus far provided about this project. 
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Ganfeng’s New Tier One EV/Battery Customers 
 

What goes for off-take negotiations with its suppliers also goes for Ganfeng’s negotiations with its 
customers. Ganfeng’s LG Chem deal – like Nemaska’s before it – seems like a more or less equal balance 
of power, but also a very definitive positive from a major battery producer about how it sees DEMAND.  
 
A summary of the key deals Ganfeng signed the past two weeks timed perfectly as it asks Mr. Market for 
$500-700M: 
 

 
 

Ganfeng Aggregate New Customer Orders 2018-2025 
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LG Chem. Bam! 
 

 
 

Take or Pay 
 
Pricing mechanism: 
 

The parties agreed and allowed certain fluctuation of the annual targeted purchase volume in 
each financial year provided that if LG Chem fails to purchase (Take) at least the minimum 
agreed target purchase volume for any specific year, LG Chem shall compensate (Pay) Ganfeng 
based on a specified amount per kilogram of difference between the actual purchased volume 
and the minimum targeted purchase volume. Likewise, Ganfeng shall compensate LG Chem 
based on the same specified amount per kilogram should Ganfeng fail to supply the minimum 
targeted volume in any specific year. There is no predetermined purchase price under the 
framework purchase agreement. However, the parties agreed that the purchase price shall be 
determined on a quarterly basis based on a pre-agreed formula (#opaque). 

 
It’s not clear what the annual minimums are so in my tables above I assume an average over the years 
announced. Ganfeng is exposed to quarterly price volatility – up and down, based on some non-
disclosed formula.  
 
But I’m not too worried about that.  These are battery–grade hydroxide tons from a highly reliable 
supplier. Hydroxide, recall, has the highest growth (20x from 20kt to 400kt, 35% CAGR by 2027 
according to Roskill), strongest and most resilient pricing ($1,500-4,000 premium to carbonate) and least 
supply at present. On the margins, I see Ganfeng having some pricing power here with LG Chem, though 
I recognize ALB, Tianqi, Kidman/SQM and LG Chem off-taker Nemaska (the Hard Rock Hydroxide 
Advantage) all have incremental hydroxide tons coming, as will Livent, tripling capacity to 60kt by 2025 
from Hombre Muerto. 
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Tesla. Bam! 
 
20% phraseology sounds a lot, but in reality, from Ganfeng’s 28kt hydroxide capacity this equates to 
about 5.6kty for 3 + 3 years. 
 
Plus, the Halo effect from the scent of Musk. 

 
 

BMW. Bam! 
 

Eye candy, IMO – both for Ganfeng AND Germany’s BMW. 
 

Little detail. Sounds like an MOU. This is no Great Wall/Pilbara. 
 

 But nevertheless a good sign that Germans may be getting their act together. 
 

It could also be a signal that BMW is worried that its key battery supplier – CATL – is not doing enough 
securing its own lithium supply. CATL currently sources spodumene from North American Lithium in 

Quebec, which is at best only a partial solution to CATL’s needs. 
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Let’s Dance 
 
A surprise summer concert highlight for my wife and me at Forest Hills Stadium was Boy George & 
Culture Club, which included this great opening cover: 
 

Boy George & Culture Club cover David Bowie’s Let’s Dance @ Forest Hills Stadium, July 2018 
 
Before moving to quarterly pricing some years ago -- largely benchmarked to Platt’s 62% Fe index -- the 
iron ore market and the steel industry would embark upon a “mating season” in which Korea’s POSCO 
and Japan’s Nippon Steel would ultimately set Fe pricing benchmarks.  I disagree with much of the 
comparisons to lithium made by this author at Mining.com, but his slideshow about iron ore price wars I 
think is a very good and worthy read. 
 
Emily Hersh did a fantastic job with an open letter to the LME about a possible futures contract for 
lithium chemicals carbonate and hydroxide. But I wonder won’t an SC 6% index be developed similar to 
62% Fe that may play a similar role in future between spodumene miners and lithium processors that 
may not be vertically integrated or fully self-sufficient? 
 
For now, I believe lithium should enjoy the good old opaque iron ore days and an overall better Li Fe, so 
long as lithium suppliers can meet battery-grade specifications throughout the chain. If not, I suspect we 
will see more Desert Lions. 
 
And mating season every 3, 6 or 12 months with David Bowie’s China Girl and their various suppliers and 
customers will be akin to… 

 
Let's dance 

Put on your red shoes and dance the blues 
Let's sway 

Under the moonlight, this serious moonlight 
Let's dance 

 
 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cit3-0U8dzk
http://www.mining.com/slideshow-iron-ore-price-wars-2002-2017/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dear-london-metal-exchange-get-lithium-right-emily-hersh/
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Modern Love 
 

There's no sign of life 
It’s just the power to charm 

I’m lying in the rain 
But I never wave bye-bye 

 
 

Karma – If you're kindly & nice, you'll get good karma ~good things will happen. 
 

I was very kind to LAC for a very long period of time. 
 

Chameleon - A person who can adapt and fit in to any group or situation and make it work to their 
advantage. Be it defensive, predatory, or for camaraderie. 

 
I may be so again, if facts dictate 

 
Insider Buying – like LAC Chairman George Ireland’s sizeable insider purchases last week and Jon Evans’s 
smaller investments upon coming on board as COO – is a top KISS principle of mine. But it has generally 

had minimal impact beyond a short-term blip over the past three years I’ve watched LAC, so I’ll be 
looking for more tangible operational data points. 

 
Karma Chameleon 

Would you say I'm a man without conviction 
I'm a man who doesn't know 
How to sale a contradiction?  

You come and go, you come and go 
Karma, karma, karma, karma, karma, chameleon 

You come and go, you come and go 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HivQqTtiHVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmcA9LIIXWw
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Ganfeng’s Solid State of Mind  

Lithium Valley, People’s Republic of China 
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Closing Thoughts 
 
Having dissected and digested three large red herrings, I’m feeling like I could use a drink. 
 
Coca Cola, The Real Thing. Livent.  
 
I like Ganfeng too. But doubt @GanfengLithium will “like” me back when I tweet this issue. 
 
Tianqi’s SQM strategy makes me sick, but I love their Hard Rock Hydroxide Advantage business 
otherwise. 
 
Whether the largest volume lithium chemical producers should be grouped into 3, 4 or 5 with the 
antecedent BIG is not particularly helpful to deciding whether any of the stocks are better or worse to 
own than the other.  
 
Livent and Ganfeng will very soon be available to a much wider universe of investors, but the audiences 
will be different. Livent will attract far more traditional USA institutional and USA Joe Battery Pack retail, 
while Ganfeng will be mostly institutional with global and emerging market mandates.  But, with English 
language filings, relatively good transparency and corporate governance in Hong Kong, Ganfeng is 
certainly accessible. Will they conduct quarterly conference calls in English? I hope so. 
 
I see Ganfeng’s imminent spodumene to hydroxide and carbonate volume growth largely as a gimme 
and well timed and coordinated with expected Pilgangoora and increased Mt. Marion supply. I’m 
substantially intrigued by Ganfeng’s lithium metal business and, if the IPO is priced at midpoint or lower, 
investors are likely getting solid state R&D, the battery business and Cauchari too. 
 
Livent languished as a non-core FMC business line for many years, but is a great immensely profitable 
business with substantial organic and inorganic growth potential. 
 
Whether Ganfeng or Livent stock will outperform the other or they’ll trade in line, only time will tell. But 
there’s no doubt that both are quality stocks with very positive long-term fundamentals. 
 
Both look like core holdings to me. But will also likely be good trades. And get overbought at some stage 
like last year. Or even melt-up like the pot-com bubble as upside Velocitility displaces 2018 negative 
momentum.  
 
I can hear it now - Lithium Mr. Market sings Huey Lewis and the News:  
 

I Want a New Drug 
 

#lithiumisthenewcannibas 
 
 

NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. INFOTAINMENT. DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6uEMOeDZsA
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Disclaimer 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. I may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain 
of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services 
from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and 
employees may hold stock, options or warrants in issuers mentioned herein and may make purchases 
and/or sales from time to time, subject, of course, to restricted periods in which we may possess 
material, non-public information. As of the date of this publication RK Equity or its principals own 
securities mentioned in this issue – Albemarle, FMC, Kidman Resources, Lithium Americas, Orocobre, 
Galaxy, Mineral Resources. The information contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part 
or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any 
securities.  

 
 


